The Honan Chapel is situated on a quiet slightly elevated corner
of the University College Cork grounds. It was built between
1915 and 1916 which was both a time of national unrest and
also a period of artistic and cultural change.
The Honan family who were wealthy butter merchants set up a
Trust to develop a Chapel which would meet “the spiritual needs
of the members of the college”. Their executor was Sir (later
Rev) John Robert O’Connell who was “trusted a zealot to
develop a fitting living monument to their memory”. The Honan
Family were very fortunate to have found the visionary
O’Connell and his architect James McMullen who combined to
create a unique building which possesses an extraordinary mix
of architectural and artistic styles merging together with ease.

Honan Chapel, UCC

The real significance of the Honan Chapel becomes evident
when the exterior is observed up close. On reaching the
entrance steps the stone arched Hiberno Romanesque canopy
reveals “zig zag” iconography and enrichment reflecting a move
towards a revival and fresh design approach which was
becoming popular in Great Britain and Europe. This was a
period late in the Arts and Crafts movement leading to the Art
Deco period often with sharp edged and Neo Greek revival
imagery. Everywhere externally there are similar modern
references intermixed with traditional imagery.

While the Chapel was continuing to
function and outwardly appeared
secure problems were developing
with moisture ingress throughout,
principally in the east sanctuary wall,
south wall, window reveals and
parapets. Tests on limestone mortar
joints externally indicated a mix of
historic repairs including some
cementitious repointing and a
breakdown of old lime pointing.
The external walls consist of Cork
(probably
Ballintemple)
white
limestone with a clay brick inner leaf.
The inner core consisted of a hard
furnace ash mixed with lime waste
and
limestone
spalls.
Testing
indicated a generally hard inner core
but extensive water testing was
undertaken at parapet level (while
parapet stones were temporarily
removed) to identify inner moisture
travel. Intensive pumped grouting
took place in suspect areas followed
by further water testing to ensure
that inner cavities were closed.
Stone faces were gently cleaned;
parapet stones were lifted and releaded; hidden lead gutters were
created on sloped faces to reduce
intensive discolouration on limestone
at upper levels. Old Iron gutters,
hoppers, collars and downpipes were
restored. The original Art Nouveau
gate grilles to entrance doors were
retrieved from storage where they
had been for some forty years and
were carefully repaired and rehung.

Internally there is a rich mix of exceptional
craftsmanship including the now restored
stained-glass windows by Harry Clarke and
Sarah Purser’s An Tur Gloine Studio. The
sanctuary is dressed with iconic limestone
carvings illustrating strong Art Deco
imagery with silverwork and altar ware also
displaying Celtic motifs. The Oppenheimer
designed mosaic floor is the iconographic
spine of the Honan Chapel, it is bursting
with imagery of sea creatures, bird life,
animals with the main aisle representing the
river of life.
Despite its size this intensely detailed
project involved the services of a diverse
range of conservation craftsman including
stonemasons, lead workers, specialist
plasters, silversmiths and decorative metal
workers, wrought iron specialists, stained
glass specialists, iron foundries and
specialist carpenters for pew and joinery
repairs.

Client Testimonial
“FMP Architects worked on the restoration of the iconic Honan Chapel at
University College Cork 2020-2022. As the clients’ representative, I was
impressed by the attention to detail, availability and desire to conserve every
detail of a complex project. Peter Murphy and his team were intimately
involved on a daily basis culminating in the completion of the project, which
is widely admired.”
Gerard Dunne OP
Secretary to the Honan Trust, University College Cork

“A testament to the wealth of exception craftsmanship
and conservation skills that can be found in Ireland
today. The skills required to complete these works, which
have been expertly co-ordinated by a conservation
architect, included specialists in limestone, lead work,
plastering, silver, stained glass, mosaic and joinery. In
line with good conservation practice, extensive nondestructive testing was used to identify hidden details, to
establish causes of decay and moisture deterioration
and to evaluate the potential effectiveness of proposed
interventions. “
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